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1H16 - Ushering in
another period of
heightened volatility

Risk-on, Risk off
Continually monitoring global developments, we see two key risks for the market:

The year-end rally in equity markets unfortunately did not carry over to 1H16.
Hints of improving risk appetite were thrown off the window as Chinese stocks
were sold off heavily. The meltdown sent regional and global stocks into a
tailspin. By April however, the outlook turned rosier as fund flows returned to
Asia. Malaysia was one of the main beneficiaries, with investors classified as
‘foreign’ snapping up RM7.3billion worth of equities alone, in a ten-week
buying spree. Improving conditions ie: recovery in oil prices, foreign fund inflow
and Ringgit rebound meant that an anticipated rally could happen sooner than
expected. Alas, it was not to be.
The old adage of ‘selling in May’ held true. The combination of disappointing
global corporate earnings, Bank of Japan inaction and louder calls for another
US interest rate increase ravaged risk assets. On top of that, we had to
contend with a 1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB) default and a MSCI
weightage cut towards the month-end. Year-to-date, KLCI lost 1.88% while
the Ringgit, which saw a surge in April gave back most gains. Against the
USD, after strengthening to a high of circa 3.84, the local currency have
retraced to 4.05 amid the recent headwinds.

A scourge of recent times
Brent Crude oil was caught in a massive supply glut from 2014 and throughout
2015. However, the ‘panic’ phase is definitely over. Inventories are being
drawn down while supply disruptions stemming from the Canadian wildfire
and geopolitics in countries like Iraq, Nigeria and Kuwait capped production
output. These factors have helped to lend weight to higher oil prices; Brent
crude oil now trades around USD50 per barrel. Latest Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) reports pointed to oil demand
exceeding its production for the first time in three years.

Brent Crude oil has rallied 31.58% this year but struggles to stage
a clear sign of recovery. What gives?
We think that a major barrier to any sustained rally has been the strong
greenback. A stronger US Dollar has historically weighed on commodity prices
as they are priced more expensively. Brent Crude oil’s next move depends on
Federal Reserve Chairman, Janet Yellen’s interest rate decision. However, in
the event that crude oil embarks on another up-leg, we do not rule out the
possibility of prices touching the USD80 level. The oil market is equally
influenced by speculative activities as well supply and demand.

Missing-in-action
Consumers have bore the brunt of subsidy cuts, Good and Services Tax
(GST) implementation, and the impact of the ringgit depreciation. The
lower propensity to spend was observed through the Consumer Sentiment
Index which plunged to its lowest since the Global Financial Crisis in 2008’.
Fast forward fourteen months, we think that consumers have gradually
become accustomed to the GST. Besides that, most purchases, which
had been front-loaded ahead of the GST, are starting to finish, especially
consumables like vitamins and household products. Combined with a low
base effect, we could see a rebound in consumer spending.
We also think that corporate earnings will see
a stronger 2H, underpinned by a rebound in
consumer spending, cost-savings and low
base effect. Following 2015’s challenging
business conditions, many companies have
undergone cost-cutting measures in their
capital and operational expenditures. One
year on, they have come out leaner, meaner
and stronger. A rebound in consumer spending should help top-line growth.
The cost-saving effects will provide a further boost to their bottom-line.
Having experienced an earnings recession over the last three years, we
think that corporate earnings may finally surprise on the upside.

1) Frequency and magnitude of future US rate hikes - The Federal Reserve seems
bent on raising rates at least once this year. The immediate question is when. We
maintain our view that they should do it now rather than later. Investors hate
uncertainty. The sooner the bearish overhang is removed, the faster regional
markets can go on about their business. However, as things stand, it will likely be
pushed forward until November/December
2) Brexit – At the time of writing, United Kingdom (UK) has voted out of the
European Union (EU). The big fear is that if the stronger nations that have been
propping up the singe-currency bloc taps out, where does this leave the
peripheral EU countries? Nevertheless, the direct impact to Malaysia remains
minimal and more likely to be felt over at Europe and UK. Although we saw some
knee-jerk selling in risk assets immediately after the outcome, bargain hunting
has elevated markets even higher compared to pre-Brexit levels.
That being said, Europe, Japan and China will continue their massive stimulus
programmes as they look to prop up sagging growth. The excess liquidity is
constantly in search of returns. As US stock valuations look increasingly expensive,
this will drive them to look for other areas of growth. That usually comes from this
part of the globe. Asia, as a whole has just endured its second round of selloff this
year. As the dust settles, we see a buying opportunity for a six to twelve months
window when the Asia ex-Japan Sentiment Index touches 0.5x Standard Deviation
below mean. It now hovers 0.7x below mean.

So Malaysia, where do we go from here?
A potential oil rebound in 2H - Petronas projects that
were previously put on the back burner could be
revived. To recap, as much as RM50billion worth of jobs
were deferred as the national oil company attempted to
wait out weak oil prices. Oil & Gas (O&G) stocks were
sold off heavily due to lack of contract visibility. This
situation may reverse.
1Q Gross Domestic Product (GDP) expansion lies at the lower end of growth and we
are anticipating lower 2Q GDP numbers. Going forward, the construction sector is
expected to pick up the slack to support slowing domestic growth. Construction
awards in 2016 are expected to reach a record high. The rollout of award packages
under the Mass Rapid Transit 2 (MRT2), Light Rail Transit 3 (LRT3), RAPID and
Pengerang will benefit the construction and basic materials sector, while being
supportive of conditions in the labour market. The multiplier effect will also buoy the
banks as companies embark on fund-raising activities. Moreover, in view of the
slowing economic activities, Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) is expected to relax
policies even further. This entails more Statutory Reserve Requirement (SRR) or
interest rate cuts.
For the nation, our recalibrated Budget 2016 was based on oil prices ranging between
USD30-USD35 per barrel. Prices around that level then, strained government
revenue. Malaysia was staring at a budget deficit that threatened to spiral out of control
and a looming sovereign rating downgrade. Now, Brent crude oil trades around
USD45 to USD50 and a further rebound in prices will help to brighten the outlook on
the domestic economy. As the saying goes, a rising tide lifts all boats.
Political noise and 1MDB issues are definitely receding. Further strengthening of the
Ringgit on the back of higher oil prices will help to shore up sentiment in local
denominated assets. Although it will be a volatile ride throughout, we think that with
oil prices at current levels, RM should trade close to 3.90 vs USD.
After the recent correction, valuation of the domestic market looks compelling.
Malaysia’s Price-to-book ratio dropped to 1.64x. To put things into perspective,
during the last Global Financial Crisis it hovered around 1.47x. We have suffered two
consecutive years of net foreign fund outflow amounting to RM26.5billion. Foreign
holdings of domestic equity are relatively low now.

In light of all the positives mentioned, we retain our optimistic stance
that 2016 will ultimately; turn out to be a better year compared to 2015.
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'PMMPXJOHUIFVQCFBUHMPCBMPVUMPPLTFUGPSUIBGUFSUIFmSTU6OJUFE4UBUF 64 SBUF
IJLFJOOJOFBOEBIBMGZFBSTJO%FDFNCFSPG NBSLFUTUPPLBOVOFYQFDUFE
WPMBUJMFUVSOBUUIFTUBSUPG
5IFOPXTVTQFOEFEDJSDVJUCSFBLFSJOTUBMMFEUPIFMQMJNJUWPMBUJMJUZJO$IJOBTTUPDL
NBSLFUJOBEWFSUFOUMZCFDBNFUIFDBUBMZTUGPSUIFPQQPTJUF-PXFSNBOVGBDUVSJOH
BOEHSPXUIEBUBQSPWJEFEGVSUIFSGVFM"TUIFCFMMSBOHGPSUIFTUBSUPGUIFZFBS B
RVJDLESPQUSJQQFEUIFmSTUmGUFFONJOVUFTVTQFOTJPO6QPOSFPQFOJOH B
TVSHFPGTFMMJOHCSPLFUIFMFWFMBOEDBVTFEBUSBEJOHIBMUGPSUIFEBZXJUIJO
NJOVUFT5ISFFEBZTMBUFS GPMMPXJOH#BOLPG$IJOBT:VBOEFWBMVBUJPO UIFJSTUPDL
NBSLFUTXJGUMZIJUTVTQFOTJPONBSLTBHBJO5IFEPXOXBSETQJSBMDPOUJOVFE
UJMMUIFFOEPGUIFNPOUIDVMNJOBUJOHJOBEFDMJOFBUPOFQPJOUPWFS
DMPTF5IF%PX+POFTXBTOPUTQBSFEMPTJOHBUPOFQPJOUCVUSFDPWFSFE
UPGPSUIFNPOUI,-4&USBDLFEUIFHMPCBMTUPDLNBSLFUTTMJEFMPTJOH
BU JUT XPSTU  IJUUJOH B GPVS NPOUI MPX /BUVSBMMZ  #SFOU DSVEF PJM QSJDFT
DPSSFTQPOEJOHGBMMGSPN64%QFSCBSSFMUP64%JOUIFTBNFUJNFGSBNFJO
+BOVBSZXBTBUUSJCVUFETPNFCMBNFGPSUIFTFJOEJDFTEFDMJOF$POWFSTFMZ TPNF
NBZTBZBSFTVMUPGSFDPHOJUJPOPGHMPCBMHSPXUINBMBJTF
$POUJOVFE JNQSPWFNFOUT JO UIF 64 MBCPVS BOE IPVTJOH EBUB CFHBO UP ESBH
HMPCBM TFOUJNFOU VQXBSET JO 2 BMUIPVHI DPOTUBOU NFEJB GPDVT PO $IJOBT
EFDMJOJOHHSPXUI HSPXJOHEFCUUP(SPTT%PNFTUJD1SPEVDU (%1 BOEXPSSZJOH
CBOLJOHTFDUPSNJUJHBUFE"UUIJTKVODUVSF UIJTGVOENBOBHFSXJTIFTUPQVUUIJOHT
JOUPQFSTQFDUJWF$IJOBT(%1JTUIFTFDPOEMBSHFTUJOUIFXPSME JGPOFFYDMVEFT
UIF &VSPQFBO 6OJPO &6  8JUI BO BOOVBM HSPXUI SBUF PG   JU DBOOPU CF
EFFNFEUPCFDPOUSJCVUJOHUPHMPCBMTMPXEPXO*UJTJOGBDUQSPQQJOHVQXPSME
HSPXUI FTQFDJBMMZ JG POF DPNQBSFT XJUI 64T  *O GBDU  CZ NBUIFNBUJDBM
DPOTUBOUHSPXUISBUFQSPKFDUJPO $IJOBXPVMETVSQBTTUIF
64 CZ  BT UIF XPSMET MBSHFTU FDPOPNZ  XIJDI NBZ
FYQMBJOUIFNFEJBIBSQJOHBOEIPVOEJOH
.PWJOHUPXBSETUIFFOEPG2 BUUFOUJPOUVSOFEUPUIF&6
5IFA#SFYJUSFGFSFOEVNDBSSJFEPVUJOUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPN
6,  CSPVHIU BCPVU B TVSQSJTJOH SFTVMU 4P VOFYQFDUFE
XBTUIFPVUDPNFUIBUFWFOUIFNBKPSCFUUJOHIPVTFTHPUJU
XSPOH&DPOPNJDBMMZUIF6,GPSNTCBSFMZPGHMPCBM
(%15SBEFXJUI.BMBZTJBJTBNFSF)FODFIFSFYJUT
UIPVHINBZCFMPOHESBXOPWFSUXPZFBST JNQBDUNBZ
CF NJOJNBM )PXFWFS  JU JT OPX B RVFTUJPO PG SFTPMWF PS
FWFOMJLFMJIPPEPGHFPQPMJUJDBMTIJGUXIFUIFSUIFPUIFSOBUJPOTQPOEFSUIFJSPXO
NFNCFSTIJQJOUIF&6JOBQPTTJCMFDPOUBHJPOFGGFDUTQJMMPWFS
"NJETU BMM UIFTF  HMPCBM NPOFUBSZ QPMJDJFT IBWF SFNBJOFE MBSHFMZ
BDDPNNPEBUJWF XJUI TFWFSBM OBUJPOT BEPQUJOH ;FSP SBUFT QPMJDZ PS FWFO
OFHBUJWFSBUFTQPMJDZ$BTFJOQPJOUJT+BQBO UIF&6 %FONBSL 4XFEFOBOE
4XJU[FSMBOE+BQBOXFOUEFFQFSJOUPOFHBUJWFXIJMFUIF&VSPQFBO$FOUSBM#BOL
&$#  ESPQQFE UP [FSP XJUI 2VBOUJUBUJWF &BTJOH 2&  QPMJDJFT SFUBJOFE BOE
FYQBOEFE "VTUSBMJB  *OEJB  5BJXBO BOE 4PVUI ,PSFB BMTP DVU SBUFT UIJT IBMG
"NPOHPVSOFJHICPVST1IJMJQQJOFTBOE*OEPOFTJBGPMMPXFETVJUXIJMF4JOHBQPSF
BCBOEPOFEAHSBEVBMBQQSFDJBUJPOGSPNUIFJSGPSFJHOFYDIBOHFQPMJDZ8JUIBMM
UIF IVGmOH BOE QVGmOH  DIFTUUIVNQJOH IBXLJTI SIFUPSJD GSPN UIF 64  UIF
'FEFSBM3FTFSWFGPVOEMJUUMFKVTUJmDBUJPOGPSBOZSBUFIJLFTUIJTZFBSTPGBS
%PNFTUJDBMMZ  4UBUVUPSZ 3FTFSWF 3BUJP XBT DVU JO +BOVBSZ UP FBTF MJRVJEJUZ
UJHIUOFTT BT #BOL /FHBSB .BMBZTJB #/.  TBX TPNF SJTLT UP HSPXUI
EFWFMPQJOH*OUFSFTUJOHMZ GPSFJHOFSTXIPSVTIFEPVUPVSTIPSFTMBTUZFBSCFHBO
USJDLMJOHCBDL'PSFJHOIPMEJOHTPGPVSTPWFSFJHOEFCUTUPPEBU3.CJMMJPO
PGUPUBMJTTVFE BUUIFFOEPG+VOFDPNQBSFEUP3.CJMMJPOMBTU
4FQUFNCFS BU UIF QFBL PG UIF .BMBZTJB %FWFMPQNFOU #FSIBE .%# 
TDSVUJOZ "MUIPVHIJUJTBXBZGSPNUIFBMMUJNFIJHIPG3.CJMMJPOJO
+VMZ UIFUSFOEJTFODPVSBHJOH5IJTIBMGBMTPTBXUIFDIBOHJOHPGHVBSEJO
#BOL /FHBSB (PWFSOPS %BUVL .VIBNNBE *CSBIJN  B DBSFFS DFOUSBM CBOLFS 
UPPLPWFSUIFIFMNGSPNUIFSFUJSJOH5BO4SJ%S;FUJ"LIUBS"[J[ UIVTFOTVSJOH
DPOUJOVJUZPGTUBCMFTVQQPSUJWFQPMJDJFT
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...and the
next half...
5JQUPFJOH JOUP UIF TFDPOE IBMG PG
UIJTZFBS NJYFEGFFMJOHTFOHVMGVT
'SFTIPGGA#SFYJU UIF6,XJMMIBWFUP
SFOFHPUJBUF USBEF EFBMT BOE
BSSBOHFNFOUTXJUIUIF&6BOEUIF
XPSME BU MBSHF #JMBUFSBM USBEFT
BHSFFNFOUT NBZ DPNF CBDL JO
WPHVFBOEFWFOCFOFmUUIF#SJUTJO
DPOUSBTU UP FO CMPD USBEF
BHSFFNFOUT *O NZ PQJOJPO  UIF 6, BT B mOBODJBM DFOUSF NBZ TUJMM
QSFWBJMXIJMFGFBSTPGJNNJOFOUQSPQFSUZQSJDFDSBTIFTJO-POEPONBZ
KVTUCFPWFSFYBHHFSBUFE
5IF64FMFDUJPOTNBZUISPXVQTPNFTVSQSJTFTBTXFMMPSBUMFBTUJUT
CVJMEVQNBZNBLFGPSBOJOUFSFTUJOHBOETDBSZTDSJQU
"TGPSJOUFSFTUSBUFTPVUMPPL XJUIUIF64UIFPOMZNBKPSQPXFSUPCF
SFMBUJWFMZVQCFBUPOJUTFDPOPNZ JUJTVOMJLFMZUIBUBOBHHSFTTJWFSBUF
IJLFXJMMFOTVFJOBOJODSFBTJOHDPOOFDUFEBOEDPEFQFOEFOUXPSME
PGCVTJOFTT*GBOZ UIFSFNBZKVTUCFPOFSBUFIJLFUPXBSETUIFMBUUFS
IBMG PG UIF ZFBS "T GPS &$# BOE +BQBO  UIFJS 2& QPMJDJFT IBWF
FOTVSFEMPXUPOFHBUJWFSBUFTUPQSFWBJMJOUPOFYUZFBS$IJOBIPXFWFS
IBTBNQMFSPPNUPSFEVDFSBUFTCVUNPSFJNQPSUBOUMZXPVMECFUIFJS
OFFEUPTIJGUIFSFDPOPNZUPBNPSFDPOTVNQUJPOCBTFEPOFBOEUP
BEESFTTXFBLOFTTJOUIFJSCBOLJOHTZTUFN
"TGPS.BMBZTJB JOUFSFTUSBUFTEJGGFSFOUJBMPWFSUIF
64 BOE 4JOHBQPSF ZJFMET QSPWJEF GPS TPNF SBUF
DVUTPQQPSUVOJUJFT*GOFFECF XFNBZIBWFVQUP
 CQT UP DVU UIJT ZFBS GPS PVS 0WFSOJHIU 1PMJDZ
3BUFTXIJMFPVS4UBUVUPSZ3FTFSWF3BUFIBWFUIF
QPUFOUJBM PG POF NPSF DVU GPMMPXJOH UIF TVSQSJTF
NPWFJO+BOVBSZ
.FBOUJNF  #SFOU DSVEF PJM QSJDFT TFFN UP IBWF
GPVOE B TXFFU TQPU XJUI QSJDF SBOHJOH CFUXFFO
64% QFS CBSSFM "SHVNFOUT PG PWFSTVQQMZ
EVFUPQFBLSFTFSWFTJOUIF64 TMPXJOHHMPCBMHSPXUIBOEPOTMBVHIU
PG TVQQMZ GSPN *SBO IBWF TJODF EJTTJQBUFE /PUFXPSUIZ JT UIBU
.BMBZTJBTSFWJTFECVEHFUJO+BOVBSZXBTCBTFEPOPJMQSJDFBUUIBU
UJNF XIJDI JT DJSDB 64% QFS CBSSFM )FODF  JU BVHVST XFMM GPS
.BMBZTJBTmTDBMQPTJUJPOXJUIQSJDFUSBEJOHIJHIFS
*IBWFCFFOUSBDLJOHUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOPJMQSJDFTBOE30/
QSJDFBUUIFQVNQTJODFJUTAMJCFSBUJPOGSPNTVCTJEJFTJO%FDFNCFS
4BEMZ *IBWFGPVOEMJUUMFDPOTJTUFODJFTJOJUTCBTJTPGDBMDVMBUJPO
BOEJUTBQQMJDBUJPOT$PNQBSJOHBHBJOTUDPTUBGUFSGPSFYSFWBMVBUJPOT 
UIFNVMUJQMJFSGBDUPSIBTSBOHFECFUXFFOBOEXIJMFJGXFHP
CZNBSHJOT JUIBTSBOHFECFUXFFOTFOTBOETFOT/PUUIBUXF
BTDPOTVNFSTDPNQMBJOXIFOQSJDFTBSFMPXFSCVUUIFJOUFHSJUZBOE
JOEFQFOEFODFPGBTZTUFNBUJDGPSNVMBJTJORVFTUJPOXJUITVTQJDJPO
PGTVCTJEZJOUFSWFOUJPOBTBOEXIFOUIFBVUIPSJUJFTDIPPTF
4PUIFOFXOPSNPGQSPMPOHFEMPX JOUFSFTUSBUFTBOEHSPXUI
SBUFT IBTOPXUBLFOGPSNBOEHSJQ*CFMJFWF"TMPOHBTUIF
64T QBTU UISFF 2& QSPHSBNT UIBU QVNQFE JO FYDFTT PG
64%USJMMJPOJOUPUIFTZTUFN +BQBOTdUSJMMJPOBOOVBMCPOE
CVZJOHQSPHSBNBOE&6TéCJMMJPONPOUIMZCPOEQVSDIBTF
BDUJWJUJFTDPOUJOVFUPTXJSMJOmOBODJBMTZTUFNTBOEBSUJmDJBMMZ
QSPQ VQ BTTFU WBMVFT  UIFSF JT SFBTPO UP MPPL PWFS POFT
TIPVMEFS GPS UIF OFYU DSJTJT *O TIPSU  UIJT NBZ CFOFmU MPDBM
DPSQPSBUFCPOETJOWFTUPST

